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Gaines and Wagoner Featured
at November Coffeehouse
The Folk Music Society continues with its
series of virtual coffeehouse concerts
during the COVID pandemic with a virtual
concert on November 28 featuring Gaines
& Wagoner.
Chris Wagoner and Mary Gaines have
been in-demand private instructors,
session musicians and performers in the
Midwest for over three decades with
tours spanning the US and Europe.
Together and separately, they are
founding members of several of
Wisconsin’s favorite musical groups, past
and present.

Bill Cohen interviewed them for this issue
of the newsletter.
Bill: Seriously, I’ve never seen so many
different musical styles listed on a
musicians’ website as I’ve seen on
yours. Tell us about all the different
musical genres that people hear at your
concerts.
MARY: Our experiences with friends, in
college and beyond, turned us on to a
large variety of different styles of music
and we never stop listening and
incorporate bits and pieces into the music
we make now. Living in a melting pot
place, it comes through in our music.
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characters. Most guitarists would probably choose to
bring several instruments given the choice, but travel
MARY: Our experiences with friends, in college and
logistics often make that choice for them. We choose to
beyond, turned us on to a large variety of different styles
bring all the instruments to our shows that will enhance
of music and we never stop listening and incorporate
the songs for us, and we accept that extra hassle.
bits and pieces into the music we make now. Living in a
melting pot place, it comes through in our music.
MARY: Also, assigning an instrument to a designated
style is cruel! They all have many different facets to their
CHRIS: When we met at the UW-Madison we were both personalities that we wouldn't want to overlook.
music students playing in the symphony and at the same
time taking a double dose of credits in Richard Davis and
Bill: What’s your musical history? When did each of
Joan Wildman's jazz improv classes. I was also gigging in
you begin performing? And how did you wind up
country, bluegrass and rock bands at the time and Mary
becoming a musical duo?
was in a string jazz combo featuring mandolin, guitar and
cello. At a G&W concert we definitely lean on our jazz
CHRIS: My family is pretty musical. Dad had a good ear
and improvisation backgrounds, but the folk roots and, I
and played piano and accordion for fun and we'd have
suppose, some of our classical chops show through. One
bluegrass jams at my Uncle Dick and Aunt Janet's farm
of our longtime previous groups, The Common Faces,
on the holidays with cousins on banjo, guitar, bass,
played all-original music we called "folk-soul", which
harmonica, autoharp, etc. and everybody singing! Played
encompassed an eclectic variety of danceable worldbass in high school and early college bands and once I
beat styles, which still is a huge influence on us.
moved up to Madison to go to school played violin in
various groups. Met Mary my first day on campus when
Bill: Together, you play at least 7 different instruments,
I saw her play in "Nobody's Bizness," the string jazz
including violin and cello, two instruments we often
trio...so cool. We were in symphony and jazz classes
associate with classical music. How does that wide
together and passing friends, but when we started
variety help you make your music?
playing jazz together on the street and in coffeehouses
with a friend on guitar, that was when we began to
CHRIS: When loading into a venue people often laugh at
realize that we were a couple. We still laugh about being
the amount of instruments and gear we bring along just
in the UW-Madison Symphony Orchestra where I was in
for a duo or trio, but, for us, each song finds its own
the 1st violin section looking at Mary in the cello section
voice through the instruments we choose. The song
with her father (a UW chemistry professor at the time
dictates what instruments we play, so we have to be
and bassist) in the bass section right behind her looking
ready! I have a couple of mandolins that are tuned and
at me.
Continued on p.3
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Gaines & Wagoner at Coffeehouse
MARY: My sister and I used to perform in the backseat of
our family car singing in harmony as quietly as we could
on trips out west or down south. My parents pretended
they couldn't hear us for fear we would stop. My mother
played piano and cello and then took up guitar as an
adult and my dad played baritone horn and upright bass.
My sister played oboe and took up flute later. I started on
guitar at 5 and cello in 4th grade and listened to jazz and
pop and classical and turned to electric bass also in
college. I started performing in mandatory shows in high
school but didn't really start enjoying it until I got to
college and especially when I started playing with Chris.
His ease and humor and musicality was like a gift to
watch and secured the idea of performing as a lifetime
goal for me.

some of our best songs have sort of come as a rush-usually writing lyrics with maybe some kind of snippet of
melody or groove in mind. When the words flow I just
keep on writing and don't edit until later. I find coming
back to flesh out ideas into full songs much more
difficult. That said, like most songwriters, we have piles
of scraps of paper and notebooks and voice memos full of
ideas that we hope to finish someday.

Bill: How has the coronavirus impacted your concert
touring, and how has it impacted your song-writing?

CHRIS: Well, like most full-time musicians essentially all
of our live performances were cancelled, but many live
concert series bounced back by offering live-stream
performances hosted through their websites, which has
been a boon. Not a perfect replacement for live shows,
CHRIS: For many years we were in groups with a guitarist
but it’s still a good thing for our fans, for the venues and
and drummer, so when we decided we wanted to travel
for us.
and perform just as a duo we needed to make it work on
only the instruments we played. While scary at first, it
MARY: Honestly, we miss performing live with people
became apparent pretty quickly that it was not only fun
terribly. The interaction with the people is irreplaceable
but sounded pretty good. Plucking improvised bass lines
but we are trying to make the best of it. I know some
on the cello and violin with both of us singing was
people are very active when given time like this to write
actually a pretty full sound.
and others freeze. We're a little of both.
Bill: You write your own songs. Tell us about the creative
Bill: You are not only a performing team but also a
process in that.
husband-and-wife team. How does that impact your
music, your song-writing, and your performing?
MARY: Whew! Loaded Question! The muse is a moving
target! Sometimes we hunker down and hammer out the
MARY: Usually when we disagree about something we
bones of a song and other times we just float near a
say "Screw you!" and then laugh really hard, sincerely. In
pencil and lightly scratch out an idea. There is never just
all seriousness, we know each other so well musically
one way to write a song, nor does editing really ever stop.
that we are able to work out differences and choose
That's one of the things that keeps a song alive.
when we will compromise and when not and accept each
other's decisions. We take turns leading at any given
CHRIS: When we started writing and performing together
time. Of course, we don't agree all the time, but
we each signed non-disclosure agreements to protect our
disagreeing is also a spark that keeps creativity
trade secrets. Guess that's off the table now—thanks,
happening. And it doesn't hurt that we love traveling
Mary ;-) But I still won't tell you what effects pedals are
together!
on my pedal-board. You'll have to come to a live show to
see for yourself...oh, wait...there aren't any. I find that
CHRIS: Screw you.
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org
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Member Profile:
Carl Yaffey
Interview by Peter Insabella
Editor’s note: Carl Yaffey is one of the most recognizable
members of the Folk Music Society. At the annual Folk
Music Festivals, the monthly Coffeehouses, or just about any
time a banjo is needed to round out the music, Carl’s
effortless banjo riffs can be heard. He also works behind the
scenes of the CFMS, serving as webmaster and all-around
computer guru.
I was able to interview Carl Yaffey for this issue.

Carl: Various books, records, one or two lessons from great
players.
PI: How did you learn to play clawhammer-style banjo?
Carl: The Pete Seeger book (How To play the 5-string Banjo),
The Kingston Trio.
PI: Talk a little about banjos you've owned over the years.
Carl: Too many bluegrass banjos! A favorite was Sonny
Osbourne’s “Chief”. Shoulda kept it!

PI: Where did you grow up? Where did you go to school?
Carl: I grew up in Norfolk, VA. In Norfolk I went to Maury
High. College was at Norfolk College of William and Mary and
VPI (now Old Dominion University). And in Columbus, The
Ohio State.

PI: What instruments do you currently own?
Carl: Two Wildwood open-back banjos, a Huber Lexington, a
Vega Pete Seeger long-neck. I have some guitars as well: a
Martin D28 Marquis, and a Harmony Sovereign. I have a
Breedlove Quartz FF mandolin and a Yamaha e-bass.

PI: How long have you been involved in making music?
Carl: Sixty years.

PI: Do you have a favorite?
Carl: Love ‘em all. But the long-neck is special. It’s signed by
Pete Seeger.

PI: How did you get started?
Carl: I walked into the snack shop at college in 1960 and
PI: What differences in your lifestyle has the current
spotted a guitar player. He showed me a couple of things and pandemic made?
I was hooked.
Carl: I can’t rehearse or play out with the bands. I don’t
seem to have the ambition to practice much.
PI: How many bands have you been involved with over the
years?
PI: What changes have you seen in folk music over the
Carl: I’ve lost count. Here are some: Greenie and the
years?
Gremlins, The Roadside Singers, Folk Trio (James Lee Stanley Carl: Lots less simple. Lots of electric instruments and lots of
and Bob Zentz), Streamliner, Five Guys Named Moe, One
production on the recordings. Lots more real good
Riot One Ranger, Bohemian Highway, The Doug Justice Band, musicians. Certainly not as popular as it was in the 60’s.
The Pitbull String Band, Turkeys in the Straw.
PI: What advice do you have for aspiring amateur folk
PI: What bands or musical groups are you currently with?
musicians who gravitate to the CFMS?
Carl: Grassahol, BluesSwing, Clintonville Bluegrass Band, The Carl: Learn from others by listening and watching. Be sure to
Tambre Wolves, The Folk Ramblers.
be a good jammer (tune up, don’t play over a soloist!).
PI: How did you learn to play Scruggs-style banjo?
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Fun, Entertaining, and Thoughtful: Bill Cohen’s
Gratitude Concert Moves Online
Friends. Freedom. Food. Music. Parents. Children. Pets.
Laughter. Emotions. And dozens of other things. Despite the
virus, racial injustice, and many other challenges, we all have
so much to be thankful for.

reminding us of our many blessings. No sermons here but
words of inspiration and emotion from sources as varied as
Albert Schweitzer, Rod Serling, Gandhi, Einstein, and Buddha.
This is a free concert, but if you appreciate the songs and the
message, we’ll be welcoming donations for a non-profit
So join Bill Cohen from 7:00 to 8:30 p.m. on Friday November charity, International Medical Alliance of Tennessee. That’s
27 as he sings a unique concert of songs that express gratitude the group that Bill’s wife Randi goes with to the Dominican
for all that we have. It’s the 7th year Bill is presenting this
Republic every February. The totally-volunteer group of
musical theme.
doctors, nurses, and medical students provides free medical
care to impoverished, disenfranchised Haitian workers who
Playing piano and guitar, he’ll sing songs written by, made
live and work just inside the D.R. border. Randi serves as the
famous by, or inspired by, a wide variety of folks --- John
group’s interpreter, bridging the language gap between the
Denver, the Weavers, Phil Ochs, Louis Armstrong, Don
Spanish-speaking patients and the English-speaking medical
McLean, and others. Even Johnny Appleseed, Jiminy Cricket,
workers.
and the “old ladies” on the TV show, “Golden Girls.”
On several songs, Ann Fisher will add beautiful flute
accompaniment, and Joe Lambert and Joanne Blum will add
soothing vocal harmonies.
This year, for the first time, the program will be entirely
online. Whether or not you’re a member of Facebook, you can
see and hear the show by going to the Facebook page called
“Bill Cohen Sings.” You can either search for that page online
yourself, or you can click on this link, and hopefully that will
connect you.
WWW.Facebook.com/BillCohenSings
Besides the music, we’ll hear some thoughtful quotes,

Welcome New and Returning Members
Mark Evans
Ted Chaney & Ellie
Eric Jackson
Tom Nagel
Larry Myers
Linda McDonald &
Richard
Andy Rudy
Renilda Marshalll
Pat Casey
Robert Lipetz

Art & Sharon
Mittenbergs
Lea Anne & Tom Kangas
Greg Denby
Diane & Kathleen
Boston
Betsy Salt
Lee Cherney
Jef Gamblee
Sandi Vitek
James Farthing
Jane Van Auken
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Beth Scherer
Cheryl Lubow
Larry Staats
Gayla Foote
Jackie La Muth
Dan Clarke
Michael Barrie
Pat Marida
Jeff Putnam & Marsha
Morss
Jack and Jan Halada
George Bennett
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Michael & Nancy Zajano
Teresa Schleifer
Claude & Regina Miller
Glen Myres & Angela
French
Stephen Hopkins &
Dorothy Newton
Mark Evans
Karen & Danny Stephens
Tom & Nancy Nagel
Michael Hale
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Joan Baez Looks Back
at her brand-new career

Deep Community: Adventures in the Modern Folk
Underground
By Scott Alarik

It cannot be easy being Joan Baez. Not entirely
unpleasant, to be sure, because for nearly 40 years she
has been a major star, among the few folk singers of the
1960s to maintain a consistently viable career. But ever
since she climbed on the stage of the Newport Folk
Festival in 1959, a shy, nervous 18-year-old in leather
sandals and a borrowed coat, it seems that her every
song or career move is intensely judged by fans and
enemies alike.
She was not even on the bill that year but a guest of folk
singer Bob Gibson. She sang only two songs but that was
enough. The crowd was enraptured by her almost
angelic demeanor (which she now attributes to a stage
fright bordering on terror) and what New York Times
critic Robert Shelton, in his famous star-making review,
described as her "achingly pure soprano.”
"I knew I was the little darling of Newport that year," she
says now, "I knew that much. That I would be on the
front of Time magazine within a matter of months, I
didn't get that. I didn't have any idea of the magnitude
of it."
From the first, she was much more than a singer. Battle
lines in the '60s formed on whether one loved or hated
Joan Baez. She was a fiery antiwar activist, and no white
musical figure, not even Pete Seeger, was more
identified with the Southern civil rights movement.
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org
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Barely old enough to vote, she was the sweet voiced
icon of the '60s movement, seen by the whole world
marching arm in arm with Martin Luther King, and
demonized by presidents, conservative religious leaders,
even Al Capp's "Li'l Abner."
Since then, her career has been shrouded in the swirl of
those turbulent times. Whether she invites it or not (and
in recent years she has not), she is still a figurehead for
the world's freedom movements. She recently toured
Romania, for example. It was simply a concert tour for
her, but to those who had fought for democracy there,
the coming of the folk diva once banned in their country
was a symbol of their hard-won freedom.
Before her appearance, she waited in the wings for
hours while every noted folk, jazz, and pop singer in the
country sang a song. During her encore, young activists
huddled near the front, loudly singing the songs they
wanted her to sing until she joined in: "Kumbaya,"
"Donna, Donna," and "We Shall Overcome."
"I never sing ‘We Shall Overcome' in America anymore,"
the 56-year-old Baez says from her California home. "It's
just a nostalgia thing here. But it was very moving
singing it there, where they are just coming out of a time
of struggle.” Similarly, it is not enough simply to have
her appear at the Newport Folk Festival. Though she has
returned frequently since the festival was revived in
1985, director Robert Jones urged her to allow a Joan
Baez tribute this year, "I said, well, I’m flattered and
let's do something, but maybe you can save the
tribute for when I’m dead. I don't feel the need to
be any older than I am. But to take the day and make
it a celebration of something is perfect.”
What she will celebrate...is her recent discovery of the
many splendid young songwriters in the thriving
subculture of modern folk music.
On her CD, "Gone from Danger," which Guardian
released in 1997, she sings songs by such new folk stars
as Dar Williams, Richard Shindell, Sinead Lohan, and
Gillian Welch. All will join her at Newport for a
"Celebration of Song,” along with Janis Ian, Mary Black,
Betty Elders, Eric Taylor, and the Borrowers.
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Joan Baez Looks Back
The CD will likely be heralded as her loveliest and
most vital work in years. Her singing is gorgeous, sure,
and smart, and she seems more at ease with these
songs than she has on recent pop-driven recordings.
"You know, when I went to Newport in 1959, it really
was basically a purist form of folk music," she says.
"Most of those tents were filled with musicians singing
songs that had been passed down by their greatgrandparents. Now it’s contemporary, period. These
new performers write everything they sing. Well, I'm
not writing songs. And what works for me is to sing
what sounds like it has some kind of traditional roots.
So there's lots of music I'm not comfortable singing. It
presents an identity crisis when I try to sing music that
isn't really home to me. But somehow, these new
songwriters are writing songs that are in my comfort
zone."
That is in no small measure because Baez's voice has
been in their musical imaginations all their lives. It is
not just a folk influence she finds comfortable in their
songs—it is her actual voice, deeply ingrained in theirs.
Baez hems and haws uncomfortably at this notion, but
Dar Williams, 30, who recently toured as her opening
act, does not.
"There is an unprecedented mushrooming of female
talent out there," Williams says, "and we all started
sitting on our beds wishing we were Joan Baez. She
was a cultural phenomenon for me growing up. I loved
her for who and what she was. I could point to her and
say, 'this is America, too’—loving the country, hating
the war, being a voice against the government while at
the same time being a real patriot in the way she embraced the landscape, the musical tradition, the labor
movement. Joan was American and a girl—and we all
wanted to be her."
Baez recorded two of her songs for the CD. Williams
was also responsible for bringing much of the contemporary songwriter movement to Baez's attention. She
sent Baez scores of songs by new writers along with
the work of long- respected New York songwriter Richard Shindell. Baez recorded three of his songs, which
could help propel his Shanachie CD, "Reunion Hill" into the breakthrough hit the folk world has long wanted
him to have. Like Williams, Shindell, 36, is an intelligent, literate, and often topical songwriter but not political in the same way his '60s forebears were. Still, he
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org

is no less committed to the idea that a good song is
one that has something important to say. "I think the
songwriters of today are less concerned with politics,"
he says. " I find it very difficult to write an explicitly
issue-oriented political song without sounding trite,
sloganeering. I personally have to have some verisimilitude and some meat to it. And if that happens
to touch on some political or economic or labor
issue, great."
Baez says: "It was really much easier in the '60s, in that
the path was cut out for me every morning when I got
up. The war was still going on, the South wasn't integrated—the path was very clear. I think anyone who
was honest in 1975 admitted there was great confusion about what to do next."
By openly grappling with this confusion, Baez lost
some leftist support and artistic direction over the
years. That she is rediscovering her voice through
these new writers, whose own voices were so shaped
by hers, is a wonderful full circle. It is proof that the
timeless river of folk tradition still flows through American culture, however subterranean it may have become.

Save the Date
Daily Zoom Jam Sessions
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 10:00
am to noon; Wednesday, Friday, Sunday: 2:00
to 4:00 pm. To see the current link to these
sessions, send an e-mail request to Jane
VanAuken vanaukj@gmail.com

Concerts
Friday, Nov. 27, 7 pm. Bill Cohen Gratitude
Concert, via Facebook.
Sat, Nov. 28, 8 pm, Gaines & Wagoner, via
CFMS Facebook LIVE .
Sun, Dec 6, 2 pm Whinestopper (including
some holiday songs) via CFMS Zoom, FBk
Live, YouTube .
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The Columbus Folk
Music Society
P.O. Box 20735
Columbus, OH 43220

We’re on the web!
www.columbusfolkmusicsociety.org

Next issue:
December 2020

YOUR LOGO HERE
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